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Abstract—Owing to its interactive look around nature and 
very large resolution requirement, providing immersive omnidi
rectional video (ODV) streaming experiences in virtual reality 
applications demands cost-effective solutions to meet both the 
content delivery network and device constraints. In this paper, 
we introduce an adaptive ODV streaming pipeline that optimizes 
dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP representations of ODV 
content considering their visual attention (VA) maps. The main 
contribution of this paper is the use of VA maps: 1) to compute a 
novel objective quality metric that captures the fact that not all of 
the ODV is actually watched by users: the VA spherical weighted-
based objective quality measurement; 2) to define optimal tile 
representations of the ODV frames, namely, tiling schemes, which 
are composed of variable-sized and non-overlapping tiles; and 
3) to efficiently distribute a given bitrate budget among the set of 
tiles within a tiling scheme for an ODV. We evaluate the proposed 
system performance with varying bandwidth conditions and the 
tracked head orientations from user experiments. Results show 
that the proposed system significantly outperforms the existing 
non-tiled and tile-based streaming solutions. 

Index Terms—Omnidirectional video, visual attention, tiles, 
adaptive streaming, virtual reality. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

TREMENDOUS activity can be observed in the video 
industry these days in terms of offering immersive vir

tual reality (VR) video experiences using omnidirectional 
video (ODV), also known as 360° video. The recent trial of 
live ODV streaming at the 2018 World Cup tournament [1] 
by BBC is a decisive proof of relevance. This emerging video 
representation is captured typically by multiple cameras which 
cover 360° of a scene and rendered through head-mounted 
displays (HMDs) which allow viewers to look around a scene 
from a central point of view in VR, resulting in a more 

immersive and interactive visual experience than that available 
through traditional 2D video. 

Delivery of ODV at a perceptually acceptable quality level, 
however, is a challenging task due to limitations in processing 
and delivery pipelines, as well as constraints imposed by 
the available end-user devices. ODV is typically produced 
and stored in a planar representation, e.g., an equirectangular 
projection (ERP), in order for it to remain compatible with 
existing video delivery pipelines, and then it is projected back 
onto a spherical surface when rendered. However, existing 
HMDs have a viewable field of view (FOV) and use only 
a fraction of the given content at a given time, namely 
the viewport. Transmission of ultra-high resolution ERP, e.g., 
> 8K, is, therefore, needed to obtain a decent VR video 
quality level. In this context, transmission of a current 
region-of-interest [2]-[4] or viewport-dependent streaming 
solutions [5]—[10] can be utilized to enhance the perceived 
VR video quality. However, in video transmission scenarios 
with delay-prone communication pipelines [11] and rapid head 
orientation activities [12], such solutions are merely inefficient 
in terms of complying with the motion-to-photon latency 
requirement; thus penalizing the quality of experience (QoE). 

Given its look-around viewing nature and very large resolu
tion requirement, transmission of ODV demands cost-effective 
compression and adaptive streaming solutions to meet network 
constraints. MPEG-dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP 
(DASH) [13], for example, can be used to provide seamless 
video streaming experiences through networks. In DASH, each 
given video has a set of DASH representations which contain 
its different bitrate levels. Each DASH representation, which 
has its bitrate level, consists of multiple self-decodable time 
segments, namely chunks, which can be requested individually 
and decoded by DASH players. In this context, in order 
to reduce both the bitrate consumption of the end-user and 
the visual distortion of the viewport, as well as to improve 
the bitstream decoding performance using parallel decoding 
features, ODV frames in each chunk can also be divided 
into self-decodable spatial regions [14], namely, tiles. To this 
end, the spatial representation description (SRD) feature in 
DASH [13], [15] is used to provide the necessary signaling to 
transmit each tile of a given content and reconstruct the full 
360° of the scene for VR. 

Although tile-based encoding brings benefits to ODV 
streaming pipeline, the selection of the tiling scheme 
impacts its compression performance. The tile-based encoding 



technique introduces several opportunities for ODV con
tent [3], [4], [14]—[16]. For example, cost-effective video 
coding [6], [17], [18], partial decoding [15], [19]-[21], parallel 
decoding [14], [21], and utilizing visual attention (VA) maps, 
which describe how the users consume a given video at a 
given time [12], [22], in video streaming can be made possible 
using tiles. However, the selection of the tiling scheme, which 
represents the spatial partitioning structure [21] containing a 
set of non-overlapping tiles, impacts the compression effi
ciency. More clearly, usage of larger resolution tiles (i.e., 
smaller number of tiles) can increase the coding gain for 
some content at some bitrates by exploiting a large number 
of redundant pixels, but they provide less flexibility in terms 
of exploiting the redundant pixels outside of the viewport 
region [7]. In contrast, using small tiles may decrease the cod
ing efficiency by exploiting fewer spatial redundancies. It is, 
therefore, necessary to find an optimal tiling scheme based on 
viewport trajectories (e.g., VA) for a given ODV; thus, a smart 
delivery strategy can save network bandwidth and improve the 
overall QoE performance for VR video applications. 

This paper introduces an adaptive ODV streaming system 
design which determines an optimal tiling scheme of a given 
content for each chunk, and the required encoding bitrate level 
for each tile of the optimal tiling scheme using a VA-based 
probabilistic model. First, we conducted formal subjective 
viewing sessions using an HMD to estimate this model by 
collecting viewport trajectories of ODVs. This model is used to 
allocate a given bitrate within the tiles. Second, we propose a 
VA-driven spherical weighted objective quality metric, namely 
VASW-PSNR, to determine the optimal tiling scheme for each 
chunk of a DASH representation. Our work extends our short 
conference paper [23] by providing a new formulation for the 
developed VA-driven quality metric, using variable-sized tiles, 
and a comprehensive performance assessment with a broad 
range of 8K resolution ODVs with different complexities. 
Our proposed design does not require any modification of the 
existing DASH players and is entirely transparent to them. 
As such, we expect that our work will provide helpful input 
for the streaming industry in terms of considering variable-
sized tiles per chunk and non-uniform bitrate distribution 
based on VA for transmitting the ODV content. To verify our 
proposed solution, we recorded eight participants' viewport 
trajectories in disjointed viewing sessions using an HMD 
and compared our proposed method with reference adaptive 
streaming solutions, which are based on naive tiling and non-
tiling schemes. Experimental results show that the proposed 
optimization framework for adaptive ODV streaming demon
strates quality enhancements compared with the reference 
streaming solutions. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief 
overview of the related work is detailed in Section II. Follow
ing that, the proposed streaming system model is described in 
Section III. Experimental results are provided in Section IV. 
Finally, the conclusion of the paper is provided in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several related studies are available for compression and 
streaming for ODV on one side, objective quality assessment 

techniques for ODV on the other side. In the following, 
we outline only the ones that are most related to our work. 

A. Studies Related to Compression 

ODV compression algorithms typically work by considering 
a tile-based representation of a given content that offers 
several opportunities for VR applications. Cost-effective video 
coding [17], [24], [25] and partial decoding [15], [20], for 
example, were made possible using tiles. Ozcinar et al. [17] 
estimated an optimal set of encoding parameters (e.g., set 
of quantization and resolution pairs) for tile-based ODV 
streaming. Results showed that the selection of an optimal set 
of encoding parameters achieved significant bitrate savings, 
as compared with the use of reference solutions. Similarly, 
Xiao et al. [24] estimated optimal tiling schemes, wherein the 
estimation problem was formulated as a trade off between the 
costs of storing a set of tiles and the costs of serving sets 
of tiles that cover possible views of the chunk. Differently 
from our work, the usage of visual attention-aware bitrate 
allocation, determination of a set of optimal tiles were not part 
of their considerations to improve the QoE. An optimal spatio-
temporal smoothness approach was also developed in [26] 
for tile-based streaming. With this system, the clients can 
request the best set of tiles according to the location of the 
viewport. The optimal bitrate for each tile is determined in 
a way to minimize spatial and temporal quality variations. 
However, the formulated optimization problem is based on the 
traditional mean square error which does not take the spherical 
distortion of the ODV representation into account. By contrast, 
our proposed system relies on the server side and our formu
lation considers the expected viewport quality distortion by 
integrating the geometrical and compression distortions. 

Transmission of very high resolution ODV content not only 
consumes excessive network bandwidth but also requires high 
computational power at client locations. For this purpose, 
regional down-sampling was studied [25] to increase the 
compression gain and reduce the computational complexity 
of the codec. A regional down-sampling algorithm for the 
temporal domain was also proposed, where the intra- and inter-
frames were encoded in full resolution and a regionally down-
sampled format, respectively. A recent study [27] proposed 
a new packing arrangement for the transmission of ODV 
in order to provide higher-resolution video experiences. The 
packing arrangement guaranteed that the content within the 
viewer's FOV originated from 6K resolution content, while 
the remaining parts were covered with the content at a lower 
resolution. 

Distortion of spherical geometry can be taken into account 
in the video encoding process to achieve ODV compression 
gain. To this end, Liu et al. [28] proposed a rate-control 
mechanism for the high efficient video coding (HEVC) stan
dard [29] based on the spherical PSNR (S-PSNR) metric [30], 
which minimized the spherical distortion at a given target 
bitrate. Experimental results showed compression gain 
compared with the standard HEVC rate-control mechanism 
in terms of S-PSNR at identical bitrates. Similarly, a new 
rate-distortion optimization was introduced [31] that improves 



ODV coding efficiency by considering the spherical distortion 
within the rate-distortion optimization process of HEVC. 

B. Studies Related to Streaming 

Viewport-aware techniques in adaptive streaming systems 
are ideal solutions for improving the quality of the VR video 
experience. Early studies [3], [4], [16], [32] used a previous 
progressive streaming technology that can be supported by 
region-of-interest-coding solutions to enhance the perceived 
ODV quality. Although these approaches were far from achiev
ing high-quality performance, because of the limitations of 
the underlying technologies, each study represents pioneer
ing work in this area. A more recent study [7] utilized 
DASH-based streaming technology to transmit tiled ODVs. 
A viewport-aware bitrate distribution was introduced wherein 
an optimal bitrate level was selected for each fixed-sized 
tile, based on a spherical distance criterion. Similarly, two 
differently encoded versions of the same content were deliv
ered to reduce the transmission rate of a given ODV using 
DASH [6]. The tiles, which were overlapped with the current 
viewport, were delivered in high resolution while the rest 
of the tiles were transmitted in low resolution. Furthermore, 
several versions of DASH representations were generated for 
different viewport positions [8], where the opposite areas of 
the defined viewport were set to uniform black to increase 
the compression gain. Hosseini and Swaminathan [9] assigned 
a high-quality level to the tiles within the current viewport, 
which the user was most likely to use, while a low-quality 
level was presented outside of a user's immediate viewport 
tiles. Similar to the previous work, Corbillon et al. [10] 
proposed a viewport-adaptive video delivery system, wherein 
DASH representations that differ by bitrate and scene region 
were used. Furthermore, a recent practical study [2] examined 
several DASH strategies and evaluated bitrate overhead and 
quality requirements. However, none of those mentioned above 
studies considered flexible-sized tiling strategy, per chunk 
bitrate optimization, and VA, which are the major contributions 
of this work. The importance of using VA [33] and benefits 
of chunk-based bitrate optimization at the server side [34] are 
also emphasized by professional streaming service providers. 

Prefetching of ODV tiles is an efficient solution for sav
ing network bandwidth, but requiring very low transmission 
latency for VR applications [35]-[38]. For instance, the total 
expected distortion of the prefetched tiles was minimized 
by using a developed probabilistic model [35]. Additionally, 
Petrangeli et al. [36] developed an algorithm to predict 
the future viewport position and to minimize quality transi
tions during viewport changes. End-to-end ODV streaming 
latency was also minimized by using a server push mecha
nism in DASH. Furthermore, fetching only the pixels visible 
to the current viewport was investigated in [37] and [38]. 
Although the proposed strategies were ideal for saving of 
network bandwidth, extremely low end-to-end latency was 
required [2], [32], [39] to predict accurate future viewport 
positions for each client and content. Such low latency require
ment is not the always the case in existing networks and 
VR devices. 

MPEG-I group addressed the needs of the storage and 
transmission of ODV by developing the media representation 
for ODV, called omnidirectional media format (OMAF) [40]. 
This format mainly enables the consumption of ODV by 
considering coding, encapsulation, and presentation for adap
tive streaming. At this stage, OMAF specified two projection 
formats, namely ERP and cubemap projection. The system 
implementation of the OMAF targets the distribution of video 
and audio signals from the capturing side to rendering and 
presentation on the client side [41]. 

Further studies investigated additional aspects of VR video 
streaming, such as an efficient ODV content preparation 
strategy [42] and a cost-optimal downloading method [43] 
for ODV streaming. In order to consume less bandwidth 
while maintaining the user's experience, Dambra et al. [42] 
improved the streaming of ODV by editing the film in such 
a way as to limit the client's motion. The content editing 
strategy and streaming module were integrated within the 
MPEG DASH-SRD player. Rossi and Toni [43] proposed a 
navigation-aware transmission strategy. Although we share the 
similar problem formulation in the sense of modeling the 
distortion of ODV, both algorithms have different perspectives. 
The optimization logic in [43] is at the client side, providing 
user-centric optimization. In their work, the client has to solve 
an optimization problem to find out the optimal bitrate for 
each tile. It is more a theoretical work which contains several 
approximations like infinite playback buffers or exact channel 
estimation. Differently, our bitrate optimization is at the server 
side of the streaming pipeline, providing a global solution 
for all the clients in the network and able to work in a real 
scenario. 

C. Studies Related to Quality Assessment 

Most quality assessments take its spherical characteristics 
into account to evaluate the quality of a given VR content. 
Yu et al. [30] considered the problem of evaluating the 
coding efficiency of omnidirectional content and subsequently 
developed the S-PSNR metric. The planar projected content 
was mapped onto the spherical representation in order to 
compute the observed distortion of a given VR content. 
However, pixel mapping from the planar to the spherical 
representation requires pixel interpolation to obtain values in 
specific positions. Craster parabolic projection (CPP-PSNR) 
was also introduced [44], which computed the distortion 
between the reference and impaired content mapped by the 
projection. More recently, Sun et al. [45] introduced weighted 
spherical - mean square error (WS-MSE) and WS-PSNR. 
As the sphere-to-plane projection techniques distort the 
spherical representation, the distortion between a given 
reference and impaired content is calculated using the 
weights according to the pixel position on the spherical 
surface. Each weight is computed from the projected 2D 
plane (e.g., ERP) by considering the impact of stretching 
distortion for each pixel. However, none of the described 
metrics elaborately measured the perceived quality of a given 
ODV, nor considered the look-around nature of the ODV 
viewing experience. For this, we extended the concept of 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed adaptive ODV streaming pipeline for VR. 

the WS-based objective quality metric, and introduced a new 
VA-weighted objective quality metric for ODV. 

Considering that users can only see one part of the scene at 
a time in HMDs, visual attention and perception have become 
fundamental research topics for measuring the quality of omni
directional content [12], [22], [46]-[49]. The perceived quality 
impact of a given omnidirectional image content in peripheral 
vision, for instance, was studied in one investigation [50], 
in which various compression levels and spatial resolutions 
were evaluated. The quality at the central region of the 
viewport was fixed, and the quality of near and far peripheral 
regions were degraded until the subject noticed the distortion. 
However, this work only considered the region inside of 
the viewport by changing the quality levels. More recently, 
Xu et al. [47] addressed quality assessment required in ODV 
compression and ultimately developed two objective quality 
assessment methods. One of the proposed methods weighted 
the distortion of pixels with regard to distances from the 
center. The other proposed method predicted viewing direc
tions. However, distortion was measured on planar projected 
frames, and the non-uniform sampling density on the sphere 
was not considered in the study. Besides, the computational 
saliency prediction algorithm used, which was proposed for 
traditional 2D video, might not provide an accurate prediction 
performance for ODV [12]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider an adaptive streaming pipeline to deliver very 
high-resolution of ODVs to VR clients over the Internet, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The proposed system enables each 
client to navigate through a delivered ODV and creates 
an immersive VR video experience using a given HMD. 
Our proposed design consists of three nodes: source, media 
platform, and delivery. The source node is responsible for 
capturing and post-processing (e.g., sphere-to-plane mapping). 
The media platform estimates for each DASH representation, 
an optimal pair of tiling scheme and a set of tiling bitrates 
for each c chunk according to the target bitrate of the DASH 
representation and the VA map. 

To achieve this objective, the media platform handles the 
tiling, estimation of VA, bitrate allocation and encoding, 
optimization of the tiling scheme, packing (i.e., encapsulation) 
and transferring the prepared video data to the content delivery 
network (CDN). CDN is a cloud-based video streaming system 
which delivers ODVs to the edge servers in such a way as to 
connect effectively with the end users. Finally, in the delivery 

node, each end user requests and receives an appropriate 
DASH representation containing a set of tiles. 

The source node of the proposed system captures each 
ODV D and maps it onto a 2D planar plane (i.e., rectilinear) 
using the projection techniques (e.g., ERP) to keep it com
patible with the existing video pipelines. While the proposed 
system is compatible with other projection techniques (e.g., 
cubemap), in the following we consider the ERP as the input 
ODV format, which is the most widely deployed ODV repre
sentation [51]. ERP contains full panoramic 360° horizontal 
and 180° vertical views of the captured scene. 

The media platform divides a given content into a predefined 
set of tiles, T, of different sizes. Then, each tile, t, is encoded 
at different predefined bitrates {r¡} and segmented into chunks 
of a predefined duration. From T, several different tiling 
schemes can be built for each chunk. A tiling scheme for 
chunk k, Sk, consists of a subset of non-overlapping tiles that 
reconstruct the full 360° scene. 

The target bitrate r of a DASH representation is then 
allocated within each tile t e Sk based on the proposed 
VA-based bitrate distribution method, and considering the set 
of predefined encoding bitrates available for each tile {r¡}. 
Here, the objective is to reinforce the quality of those parts 
of the ODV which are more likely to be seen, maximizing 
the expected quality of the actual content watched by the 
user. For this objective, a VA map is computed using the 
recorded viewport trajectories for each chunk, and represents 
the probability that a set of users watches a tile within the 
ERP representation. 

An optimal tiling scheme s | is then determined for each 
chunk according to the proposed VASW-based objective qual
ity metric, which considers the VA map and spherical repre
sentation of a given content. The selection of the optimal tiling 
scheme is carried out on a chunk basis, and the selected tiles 
are packed and stored on servers building up each optimized 
DASH representation. Hence, an optimal set of tiles, which 
is composed of non-overlaping and variable-sized (or fixed-
sized) tiles which have optimal bitrate levels for a given 
content, is delivered to the clients when they make their HTTP 
requests for any DASH representation. 

A. Optimization of Tiling Scheme 

Let Sk be the set of all possible tiling schemes that can be 
built upon the set of tiles T on chunk k stored in the server. 

To determine the optimal tiling scheme s | e Sk for allocat
ing the target bitrate r within a set of tiles, an exhaustive search 



is applied on Sk. This exhaustive search aims to find the tiling 
scheme that incurs in the lowest distortion for the considered 
chunk according to the VASW-based objective quality metric. 
For that purpose, the exhaustive search algorithm performs the 
following steps: 

1) For each tiling scheme sk e Sk: 

a) Perform the bitrate allocation among the tiles that 
conform sl

k according to the proposed tile bitrate 
allocation algorithm based on VA map data. 

b) Compute the distortion of the chunk, Dchunk(sl
k), 

according to the proposed VASW-based objective 
quality metric. 

2) Select the tiling scheme that incurs in the minimum 
distortion, sk. 

Hence, once the bitrate allocation algorithm has determined 
the target bitrate each tile in chunk sl

k, its distortion can be 
calculated as in Eq. (1): 

Dchunk(sjc) = YJDVp(f), (1) 
/ = i 

where F is the number of frames in chunk s¡. and Dvp(f) 
represents the VASW-based quality measurement of frame / 
within the chunk. 

Finally, s | is calculated as in Eq. (2): 

s¡ = argminD c A a„jt(4) (2) 

To achieve our objective in Eq. (2), the proposed optimiza
tion formulation requires inputs from main components: i) esti
mation of VA, it) VASW-based objective quality measurement, 
and Hi) tiling and bitrate allocation. These algorithms are 
described in the following sections: 

B. Estimation of Visual Attention 

To estimate VA, we collected a set of viewport trajectories 
from participants following the previous work done by Ozcinar 
and Smolic [12], in which a limited number of tracked 
viewport trajectories were collected using only selected ODVs 
with limited number of participants. Our extended dataset 
contains viewport trajectories from 25 participants watching 
17 ODVs. This dataset is available at our project page.1 

Given a set of tracked viewport trajectories, a viewport-
based VA map is estimated for each ODV frame. In this work, 
each VA map serves as a bi-dimensional histogram for the 
pixel locations of its corresponding ODV frame, and its values 
represent the number of times that clients have paid attention 
to the analogous pixels in the frame. For a given pixel position, 
the higher the VA map value is, the more times the pixel at 
that position in the frame has been watched. Fig. 2 illustrates 
the estimation of viewport-based VA using a set of viewport 
trajectories from participants. 

The computations for the VA maps require the estimation of 
the users' viewport position. By using each recorded viewport 

https://v-sense.scss.tcd.ie/research/va-aware-odv-streaming/ 
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Fig. 2. Estimation of viewport-based visual attention (VA) map using the 
collected viewport trajectories: a) viewport mask for the /-th frame of the 
ra-the client, b) VA probability for the /-th frame. 

trajectory (azimuth, elevation, and roll), which is available 
for each frame, the viewport's corresponding pixel area is 
estimated on a planar surface. In order to accomplish this task, 
a mask is used wherein the pixels within the viewport are 
assigned the value one, and the pixels outside of the viewport 
are assigned the value zero. 

f 
The VA map for a given / - t h frame, VA, averages the 

contributions of the L users considered for that frame as 
defined in Eq. (3): 

V f 

n=\ 

f,n 
P > (3) 

i/,« where Ay is the viewport mask for the / - t h frame of the 
«-th client which is obtained at (;', j) by using Eq. (4): 

Afp"(i,j) 
1 (i, j) e ZVp 

0 (i,j)tZv„ 
(4) 

where Zy represents the area of the viewport on the planar 
surface. 

Finally, the probability of VA for each pixel location, 
af(i, j), is estimated as (Eq. (5)): 

v/(U)_Ei=iA£"(U) af(i,j) (5) 

C. Va-Driven Spherical Weighted Quality Metric 

Its spherical representation and interactive exploration 
(look-around) nature are two key elements for the quality 
measurement of the ODV content. The observation space of 
the ODV can be modeled as a sphere surrounding the end 
users, and each user at any given instant, is able to observe a 
part of the sphere, corresponding to the actual user's viewport. 

Geometrical distortion is involved because of its non-linear 
geometrical transformation from the spherical to the planar 
surface [45]. As the spherical ODV content is first projected 
onto a 2D planar surface, involving a non-linear geometrical 
transformation between the pixels of both representations [45] 
results in geometrical distortion. As an example of this geo
metrical distortion, the content on the poles of the sphere 
is severely stretched to be able to fill up the upper and 
bottom areas of the ERP representation. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
non-linear geometrical transformation from ERP to spherical 
surface with an example of a given texture frame and its 
VA map. 

https://v-sense.scss.tcd.ie/research/va-aware-odv-streaming/
https://github.com/cozcinar/optimalTiles
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a mapping from a planar ERP to the spherical 
surface [45]. 

In this context, when computing a traditional pixel-based 
distortion measurement, such as MSE, the result may differ 
significantly in the projected plane (e.g., ERP) compared 
to that obtained in the sphere domain. To account for this 
effect, we take as reference metric the WS-MSE formulation 
proposed by Sun et al. [45], where correction weights are 
introduced for each pixel of a given planar projection, defined 
as w(i, j) for ERP. These weights are in range from zero to 
one, so ERP pixels in the stretched areas get a lower value 
than pixels in the equatorial zone. For a given ERP frame, 
each pixel weight is estimated using the stretching ratio as in 
Eq. (6): 

Ü + 0.5-N/2)7c 
w(i,j) = cos- — — — VieM, VjeN, (6) 

where M x N is the resolution of a given ODV frame. 
WS-MSE is then formulated as shown in Eq. (7) [45]: 

WS-MSE = 
Z £ i Z ? = i * ( U ) 2 « > ( U ) 

(7) 
z£izy=i«>(^) 

where e(i, j) is the pixel error of an ERP frame of M x N 
pixels, and w(i, j) is the weight associated to pixel (i, j) for 
mapping the ERP pixel to the sphere. 

Additionally, in this study, we argue that any quality metric 
for ODV should also consider the fact that the user cannot 
observe all the content but only part of it when navigating 
through it. At any given time, the user can just observe the area 
corresponding to the location of the viewport on the sphere, 
although the viewport position changes along time according 
to the user's head movement. Thus, each viewing of the ODV 
content consists of a subset of the total pixels that define 
the ODV, and that subset of pixels is the one that should be 
considered when measuring the user's quality (i.e., fidelity) on 
a particular viewing of the ODV. In this sense, we propose to 
use the VA probability model to capture this effect and extend 
the WS-MSE metric. 

Let Dyp(f, n) be the distortion of the actual part of frame 
/ that has been observed by the user n of the set of users. 
Considering the WS-MSE as the distortion metric, and taking 
into account the viewport mask for that frame Ap , Dyp (/, n) 
can be computed as in Eq. (8): 

DvAf,n) = 
Hf=lT.Ue(iJ)2m(iJ)Af

p
n(iJ) 

J>*f; 
(8) 

i=il.j=iw(i,j)AJ
p (i,j) 

In Eq. (8), the numerator computes the projection-
compensated squared error of the pixels that belong to the 

viewport area, while the denominator represents the area of 
the viewport in the sphere domain, Syp. Although in the 
ERP planar representation, the actual area of the viewport 
depends on its location due to the geometrical distortion of 
the projection, in the sphere domain, the area of each viewport 
does not change with the viewport location. Thereby, Eq. (8) 
can be re-written as in Eq. (9): 

DvAf,n) = 
££i£7= ig(U)VU)Aft^U) 

Sv„ 
(9) 

By using Eq. (5), the average Dyp (f, n) value over the total 
number of users (L), DVp ( / ) , can be calculated as in Eq. (10): 

DyAf) 

L*VP n=\ V=l i=l / 
• (10) 

From Eqs. (5) and (10), we can express DVp(f) using the 
proposed visual attention probability map in Eq. (11): 

Di 

¡M N L \ 

•(/> = T- X X ' ( U ) V U ) } Z A ^ U ) 
*Vp \i=l j=i L „=i J 
YtiY.Ue(Uj)MiJ)af(iJ) 

Sv„ 
(11) 

We refer to Dyp(f) as the the visual attention based spher
ical weighted distortion metric, namely, VASW-MSE which is 
used in Eq. (2) to determine optimal tiling schemes. Finally, 
VASW-PSNR is defined from VASW-MSE as: 

Qvp(f) = \0log\4 (£4 (12) 

where x is the maximum possible intensity level of a given 
ODV frame. For example, this value is 255 for eight bit-depth 
ODV video content, i.e., 2bit"dePth - 1. The proposed quality 
measurement represents the ratio between the maximum pos
sible power of a signal and the noise power based on weighted 
error with VA in the spherical observation space. 

D. Tiling and Bitrate Allocation 

The proposed system works by dividing a given ODV into 
tiles following a generic tiling architecture that consists of two 
large tiles for the poles of width equal to that of the ERP, and 
a set of tiles with different sizes for the equatorial region [7]. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the used tiling architecture and its possible 
tile sizes considered in this study. 

The used tiling scheme is motivated firstly, by the lower 
importance due to the stretching that suffers the ERP in the 
poles together with the usual low-motion characteristics of the 
scene in them. Secondly, for the dominant viewing adjacency 
of the equatorial region, we propose the use of a set of tiles to 
achieve higher coding gain. This set of tiles consists of tiles 
of different sizes and overlap can occur among some of them. 



Fig. 4. The used tiling structure with its different schemes. 

To generate various number of tile sizes to be used in 
optimization, each ODV frame is divided into g number of 
tiles. Two tiles are used for the poles, while for the equatorial 
area several tiles of different sizes are used. We consider 
first a tile covering the whole equatorial area, and then we 
recursively generate new tiles dividing by half the width and 
the height of the previous tiles until a predefined number of 
divisions is reached in each dimension: gver for the height 
and ghor for the width. The higher these predefined constants 
{ghor and gver) are, the higher the number of schemes used 
in the tiling scheme optimization is. In other words, it is a 
given trade-off between granularity of the tiling schemes and 
computational complexity of the search engine of optimization 
in Eq. (2). 

For a given chunk k and for the given target bitrate r eTZ, 
the objectives are to select the most suitable subset of tiles, 
called as the optimal tiling scheme s%, among the available 
ones that cover without overlapping the ODV scene, and to 
define the bitrate allocation scheme, taking into consideration 
the characteristics of the VA. 

In order for a tiling scheme Sk e Sk to be considered 
for optimization, our proposed VA-based bitrate allocation 
algorithm first distributes the given target bitrate r e R within 
each tile t e Sk chunk by utilizing a chunk-based VA map. 
Here, the tiling scheme Sk can be defined as a selection of a 
subset of tiles in a set of available tiles which cover without 
overlapping the whole 360° area. 

To allocate a given target bitrate r within each tile tes, 
we first estimate a weight, cpt, for each i-th tile as in Eq. (13): 

^M, -Nt 

<Pt = 
YZxtT]Lyt^müj) 

^M, Z ivit sr^iyt / • -A 

axtZjLyt^,j) 

i e M, j e N, (13) 

where Mt and Nt are the width and height of the resolu
tion size of the i-th tile, xt and yt are the horizontal and 
vertical pixel positions of the top-left corner of the i-th tile, 
respectively. w(i, j) represents the weight associated to pixel 
(/, j) for mapping the projected pixel to the sphere, as defined 
in Eq. (6). P^(i, j) is the pixel VA probability at the (/, j) 
pixel location for the c-th chunk, which is estimated as in 
Eq. (14): 

(14) 

where F is the total number of frames in the given c-th chunk. 
Finally, to accommodate a given DASH representation that 

has target bitrate r e 1Z, a bitrate for each tile, rt, from the 
set of available encodings, {r¡}, can be selected under the 
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Fig. 5. Video statistics: average SI and TI of ODV sequences used in the 
experiment. 

condition that the total bitrate is not higher than the given 
target bitrate r, as defined in Eq. (15): 

where 

subject to 

with 

rt & (ptr Vf e Sk 

<Pt 

Z i = i <Pt 

T 

t=\ 

Kin <rt<R 
s 
max (15) 

where T is the total number of tiles for a given Sk e Sk, and 
Rs

min and Rs
max are constraints for minimum and maximum 

bitrate allocation for each tile of s-th tiling scheme. 

IV RESULTS 

A. Setup 

1) Source Video: We used the following six uncompressed 
ODVs from the joint video exploration team (JVET) of ITU-T 
VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG: V = {Basketball, left_Dancing, 
Harbor, KiteFlite, Gaslamp, Driving, JamSession} [52]-[54]. 
We selected only test data with 8K to provide high quality 
for a given viewport. Each ODV is in ERP and YUV420p 
format, 30 fps, and of 10 sec. length. Also, a set of ODV was 
chosen to represent a broad range of content complexities. 
To choose variety of content types, we calculate spatial and 
temporal indices, SI and TI, of each ODV based on the ITU 
recommendation P.910 [55]. SI indicates the amount of spatial 
details of each video frame, where a higher value represents 
a more spatially complex image. The estimated TI value 
presents the amount of motion difference between pixel values 
at successive frames. More motion in adjacent frames result 
in higher value of TI. Fig. 5 shows the average value of SI 
and TI for each ODV sequence used in the experiment. 

2) Collection of Viewport Trajectories: First, we utilized 
our developed test-bed [12] to collect the viewport trajectories 
for V from the L participants. The test-bed was implemented 
using two APIs, namely, t h r e e . j s [56] and WebVR [57]. 
The former enabled us to create and display GPU-accelerated 
3D graphics in a web browser. The latter enabled the creation 



of fully immersive VR experiences in a web browser, allowing 
us to display each ODV without the use of any other specific 
software. The participants viewed each ODV on the Oculus 
Rift consumer version as HMD and Firefox Nightly as a web 
browser. 

Subjective tests were performed as task-free viewing ses
sions, i.e., each participant was asked to look naturally at 
each presented 360° video while seated in a freely rotatable 
chair. Each session, which lasted approximately 15 min., was 
split into a training and a test session. During the training 
session, the Trolley video sequence [53] was played to ensure 
a sense of familiarity with the viewing setup. Then, during the 
test session, each ODV randomly displayed while the individ
ual viewport trajectories were recorded for each participant. 
We have only considered first views of the content by the 
participants. Between two successive ODVs, we inserted a 
five sec. short break period with a gray screen. Also, before 
playing each ODV, we reset the HMD sensor to return the 
initial position. 

Subjective experiments were conducted with 25 participants 
(18 males and seven females). The participants were aged 
between 22 to 46 with an average of 28.2 years. Five of 
the participants were researchers on the VR project, and the 
others were naive viewers; 60% of the participants had a 
medium familiarity with visual attention studies; 15% and 25% 
of the participants had no and high familiarity with visual 
attention studies respectively. Furthermore, eight participants 
wore glasses, and all of the participants were screened and 
reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Partic
ipants were split into two groups for, (;') modeling of visual 
attention data and {it) validation of the proposed approach, 
consisting of 17 and eight participants, respectively. 

3) Tiling: Each given ODV was split into tiles based on the 
described tiling structure in Section III-D; two fixed-sized tiles 
at the poles and the varying number of tiles at the equatorial 
region. Due to the fact that the most professional HMDs 
have an approximate 90° of field-of-view, and most ODV 
contents contain the most salient objects in the region of the 
90° longitude span of the equatorial segment, we consider the 
equatorial region as a 90° longitude segment, which is H/2. 
Hence, we assigned the remaining 2x 45° longitude segment 
for the polar regions, meaning H/4 for each pole. The equator 
was further split into horizontal and vertical divisions. For this, 
we used {1,2} for the height division, ghor, and {1,2,4, 8,16} 
for the width division, gver, to generate number of equatorial 
tiles. In total, ten fixed-sized tiling schemes, ghor • gver, were 
generated, and by combining non-overlapping tiles, numerous 
variable-sized tiling schemes were further formed to be used 
as S in our optimization problem. Fig. 6 shows the used tiling 
architecture to generate a number of tiles. 

4) Encoding: We used the HEVC standard [58] to encode 
each tile of a given ODV. For this, we used the Ubx265 in 
the FFmpeg software {ver. N-85291) [59] to encode each 
tile. We considered the video on demand TN2224 recom
mendations for Apple devices [60] and encoded each tile 
using two-pass with 200 percent constrained variable bitrate 
configurations to ensure smooth perceptual video quality frame 
by frame for a wide range of devices. We also defined buffer 
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Fig. 6. The used tiling architectures with example height (gver) and 
width (ghor) divisions to generate number of tiling schemes with variable-
sized tiles. 

size during encoding which limit the output bitrate to two 
times of maximum bitrate to handle large bitrate spikes. Our 
proposed method in this paper is flexible; it could be also used 
with different encoding settings, e.g., unconstrained or con
strained encoding settings. This software was chosen over 
the HEVC test model [61] reference software because of its 
faster encoding performance and easy control to choose the 
target bitrates. We selected 22 different target bitrate levels in 
between 1 and 50 Mbps to encode the ODV content, and the 
target bitrate for each tile is then distributed proportionally 
to its tile size. Hence, R'mi„ = „,,_.,? + 2 Mbps and Rs

max = 
50 

ghor'gver 

0 Mbps for the 5-th tiling scheme. Each bitstream 
ghor-gver+2 r e 

was divided into 2 sec. chunks to perform adaptive streaming. 
In that end, it is also important to mention that our proposed 
method is video codec agnostic; it can be easily utilized with 
different video codecs, e.g., H.264/advanced video coding, 
VP9, and AVI. 

5) Benchmarks: We examined our proposed method with 
different reference streaming solutions which use non-tiling 
and fixed-sized tiling schemes (tiling schemes where all 
its equatorial tiles are of the same size), namely 1-tile 
(non-tiling) and fixed-sized ghor-gver- For the fixed-sized 
tiling schemes, the total encoding bitrate level for each tile 
is equally distributed by dividing the target bitrate level (r) 

r. For the to a given number of tiles (g), i.e., bt = -—-— 
ghor'gver~r¿ 

1-tile (non-tilling) method, each ODV is uniformly encoded 
according to a given target bitrate level. These two reference 
solutions stay with their fixed-sized tiling schemes through 
the streaming session. Such tiling strategies are regularly 
used for adaptive ODV streaming algorithms in academia and 
industry [2], [9]. 

We evaluated the proposed method by utilizing four 
different sets of tiling schemes, {S\, S2, S3, S4}. Each solution 
was based on the formulated optimization in Section III-A 
that can offer per chunk bitrate allocation and tiling scheme 
adaptation. The sets of <Si and S2 contain only fixed-
sized tilling schemes, and the sets of S3 and S4 contain both 
variable-sized (tiling schemes where the equatorial tiles can be 
of different size) and fixed-sized tiling schemes {S3 D [SI, S2} 



and ¿H D {Si,S2}). Each s e {S3 or 54} was formed by 
gathering the non-overlapping tiles of the existing fixed-sized 
ghor-gver tiles that can create the complete ODV. The used 
four different set of tiling schemes thorough evaluation of the 
proposed method were summarized as follows: 

. proposed method using S\: Each tiling scheme was gener
ated using the proposed tiling architecture with ghor = 1 
and gver = 16. The equatorial region had a set of number 
of equal-sized tiles. In total, S\ contains five different 
tiling schemes. 

. proposed method using S2: Each tiling scheme was gener
ated using the proposed tiling architecture with ghor = 2 
and gver = 16. The equatorial region contains a set of 
number of equal-sized tiles. Hence, in total, S2 contains 
ten different tiling schemes. 

. proposed method using S3: Each tiling scheme was gener
ated using the proposed tiling architecture with gver = 16. 
Because of high computational complexity, we started 
with the tiling architecture which has two identical large 
tiles for the equator of width equal to that of the ERP 
(see Fig. 4 (b)) and constrained the new tile searching by 
dividing with only width dimension gver. In this context, 
we generated 1513 different tilling schemes, which have 
non-overlapping and variable-sized tile. To have a broad 
range of tiling schemes, we also included the fixed-sized 
tiling schemes (i.e., S2) to this scheme set; thereby, S3 
contains 1523 different tiling schemes. 

. proposed method using S4: Each tiling scheme was 
generated using the proposed tiling architecture with 
ghor = 2 and gver = 8. In doing so, 5528 different 
tilling schemes, which contain variable-sized tiles, were 
generated. To have a broad range of tiling schemes, 
the fixed-sized tiling schemes (i.e., S2) were also added 
to this scheme set; thereby, S4 contains 5538 different 
tiling schemes. 

Experimental results were compared to each other using 
the Bj0ntegaard Delta (BD) method [62], which describes 
the distance between two RD curves. In this manner, PSNR 
difference, namely AP, in dB averaged over the whole range 
of bitrates was identified. In addition, the observed viewport 
quality was measured using a set of viewport trajectories. For 
this purpose, we introduced the viewport-based WS-PSNR 
metric which considers the spherical distortion of a given 
ODV. Viewport-based WS-PSNR is defined for the q-th time-
stamp of n-th participant as follows: 

Viewport-based WS-PSNR = Wlog 
« ) • 

(16) 

Tq,n where Iv' represents the MSE of a given viewport as 

-M 

4:HdJ) 
Zfii Z7=i KU)V¿, ; W (U) 

xr=iX%Mi,j)Ar(ij) 
(17) 

where Afn is the viewport mask for the q-th time-stamp of 
the n-th client, as defined in Eq. (4). 

In addition, we evaluated the quality of each chunk with 
different bandwidth using the VMAF [63] quality index, 

which is widely accepted to assess visual quality of video 
in academia and industry. This metric accounts the temporal 
characteristics of video and provides perceptually accurate 
results for traditional 2D video and ODV [64]. 

For this purpose, we calculated VMAF for viewports within 
a FOV, called viewport-based VMAF, measured based on 
2D rectilinear viewport pictures generated from reconstructed 
ODVs. The viewport rendered from the reconstructed ODV 
is compared with the viewport rendered from uncompressed 
ODV. 

B. Experimental Results 

We present the justification of the selected number of 
participant for generating VA maps, the measured compression 
gain using RD curves along with the Bj0ntegaard metric [62], 
and the observed viewport quality using a set of viewport 
trajectories. 

1) Impact of the Used Number of Participants: To study 
the impact of the number of participants, we selected three 
different contents with different content complexities, and 
carefully evaluated our selected participants by conducting two 
separate experiments. Each experiment is based on Pearson's 
correlation coefficient (CC) [65], which is a statistical method 
used for measuring how correlated two variables are. In this 
metric, the CC range is between - 1 and 1. When the correla
tion value is close to - 1 or 1, there is almost a perfect linear 
relationship between the two variables. 

In the first experiment, we measured the CC between the 
estimated visual attention map in our paper and the generation 
of visual attention maps using a variable number of partic
ipants. In this experiment, we randomly picked a different 
number of participants from our dataset. The experimental 
result shows that the CC score is saturated after the number of 
fifteen participants. We also observe that using 17 participants 
is sufficiently enough to generate visual attention maps. 

In the second experiment, we aim to verify the fairness of 
our selected participants. For this, we first estimated an average 
visual attention map for a chunk using the selected participants 
in this paper. Then, we randomly selected 17 participants 
from our developed dataset. We repeated this random selection 
four times. To analyze the correlation between the random 
selections and our selection in this paper, we measured the 
CC between the initial average visual attention map and 
each random selection. Table V illustrates CC scores for four 
different selections. 

This analysis shows that a high correlation exists with the 
results for each selection, meaning that the number of selected 
participants is sufficiently enough for generating representative 
visual attention maps. 

2) Assessment of Coding Performance: To verify and assess 
the expected quality (in terms of VAS W-PSNR) improvements, 
we have compared our proposed method with various fixed-
sized tiling and 1 -tile (non-tiling) schemes using the Bj0nte-
gaard metric in Table I. 

It can be observed that for seven test sequences, quality 
gains ranging from 0.14 dB to 5.04 dB have been obtained 
with our proposed method. As evident from the results, for all 
of the tested contents, the proposed method provides important 



TABLE I 

BD QUALITY (IN TERMS OF VASW-PSNR (dB)) SAVING OF THE PROPOSED METHOD USING A SET OF SCHEMES (S I , S2, S3, 54) 

Seqi 

Basketball left_Dancing Harbor KiteFllte Gaslamp Driving JamSession 

fixed-sized 1-1 
fixed-sized 1-2 
fixed-sized 1-4 
fixed-sized 1-8 
fixed-sized 1-16 
fixed-sized 2-1 
fixed-sized 2-2 
fixed-sized 2-4 
fixed-sized 2-8 
fixed-sized 2-16 

(2.28, 2.34, 
(2.21, 2.26, 
(1.5, 1.55, 

(2.11, 2.16, 
(2.34, 2.4, 

(1.92, 1.98, 
(1.26, 131, 
(1.65, 1.7, 

(1.92, 1.97, 
(1.82, 1.88, 

2.52, 2.54) 
2.44, 2.47) 
1.73, 1.76) 
2.34, 2.37) 
2.58, 2.6) 
2.16, 2.18) 
149, 1.52) 
1.88, 1.91) 
2.15, 2.18) 
2.06, 2.08) 

(1.54, 1.61, 1.94, 
(0.98, 1.04, 1.37, 
(0.77, 0.83, 1.16, 
(1.41, 1.47, 1.81, 
(1.59, 1.66, 1.99, 
(1.32, 1.38, 1.71, 

(0.14, 0.2, 0.53, 
(0.97, 1.04, 1.37, 
(1.39, 1.46, 1.79, 
(1.32, 1.38, 1.71, 

2.01) 
1.45) 
1.24) 
1.88) 
2.06) 
1.78) 
0.6) 
1.44) 
1.86) 
1.78) 

(1.5, 1.5, 1.62, 1.81) 
(0.91, 0.92, 1.03, 1.22) 
(0.38, 0.38, 0.49, 0.69) 
(0.78, 0.78, 0.9, 1.09) 

(1.01, 1.01, 1.13, 1.32) 
(1.56, 1.57, 1.68, 1.87) 
(0.48, 0.48, 0.6, 0.79) 
(0.8, 0.8, 0.92, 1.11) 

(0.93, 0.93, 1.05, 1.24) 
(1.02, 1.03, 1.14, 1.33) 

(2.35, 2.46, 2.6, 
(1.65, 1.76, 1.9, 

(0.82, 0.93, 1.07, 
(1.39, 1.5, 1.64, 

(1.72, 1.83, 1.97, 
(2.09, 2.2, 2.34, 

(0.81, 0.92, 1.06, 
(1.27, 1.39, 1.52, 
(1.5, 1.62, 1.75, 
(1.5, 1.61, 1.75, 

2.69) 
1.99) 
1.16) 

1.73) 
2.06) 

2.43) 
1.15) 
1.61) 

1.84) 
1.84) 

(1.5, 1.53, 1.66, 1.72) 
(1.03, 1.06, 1.19, 1.25) 
(0.45, 0.48, 0.61, 0.67) 
(0.78, 0.81, 0.94, 1.01) 
(0.84, 0.87, 1.0, 1.06) 

(1.37, 1.39, 1.52, 1.59) 
(0.28, 031, 044, 0.5) 
(0.8, 0.83, 0.96, 1.02) 
(0.78, 0.81, 0.94, 1.0) 

(0.63, 0.65, 0.78, 0.85) 

(2.09, 2.1, 
(1.33, 1.33, 
(0.56, 0.56, 
(1.06, 1.07, 
(1.4, 1.41, 

(1.96, 1.96, 
(0.56, 0.56, 
(0.88, 0.89, 
(1.08, 1.09, 
(1.19, 1.19, 

2.27, 2.37) 
1.51, 1.61) 
0.74, 0.84) 
1.25, 1.35) 

1.59, 1.68) 
2.14, 2.24) 
0.74, 0.84) 
1.06, 1.16) 
1.27, 1.37) 
1.37, 1.47) 

(4.73, 
(1.08, 
(0.41, 
(1.04, 
(1.48, 

(3.32, 
(0.47, 
(1.18, 

(1.43, 
(1.69, 

4.73, 4.95, 5.04) 
1.08, 1.29, 1.38) 
0.41, 0.62, 0.71) 
1.04, 1.26, 1.35) 
1.48, 1.7, 1.79) 

3.32, 3.53, 3.62) 
0.47, 0.69, 0.77) 
1.18, 1.4, 1.49) 

1.43, 1.65, 1.74) 
1.69, 1.91, 2.0) 

l-tile (nan-tiling) (1.64, 1.69, 1.87, 1.9) (0.3, 0.36, 0.69, 0.77) (0.65, 0.66, 0.77, 0.96) (1.19, 1.31, 1.44, 1.53) (0.77, 0.8, 0.93, 0.99) (0.84, 0.84, 1.02, 1.12) (2.68, 2.68, 2.9, 2.91 
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison using the rate-distortion curves computed with the average VASW-PSNR metric for the best-fixed sized scheme, non-
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TABLE II 

S E L E C T E D O P T I M A L T I L E S F R O M T H E F I X E D - S I Z E D T I L I N G S C H E M E S ( IN T E R M S O F %) F O R T H E P R O P O S E D M E T H O D U S I N G ( 5 3 , 5 4 ) 

Method 

fixed-sized 1-1 
fixed-sized 1-2 
fixed-sized 1-4 
fixed-sized 1-8 
fixed-sized 1-16 
fixed-sized 2-1 
fixed-sized 2-2 
fixed-sized 2-4 
fixed-sized 2-8 
fixed-sized 2-16 

Basketball 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 5.08) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(16.13, 20.34) 
(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(22.58, 11.86) 
(11.29, 11.86) 
(33.87, 50.85) 
(16.13, 0.0) 

left_Dancing 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(12.0, 34.09) 
(40.0, 9.09) 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(12.0, 15.91) 
(16.0, 13.64) 
(12.0, 27.27) 

(8.0, 0.0) 

Harbor 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(5.66, 0.0) 

(0.0, 31.82) 
(3.77, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(26.42, 18.18) 
(28.3, 22.73) 
(16.98, 27.27) 
(18.87, 0.0) 

Sequence 

KiteFlite 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(7.41, 23.26) 

(11.11, 20.93) 
(0.0, 9.3) 
(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(14.81, 0.0) 
(3.7, 0.0) 

(48.15, 46.51) 
(14.81, 0.0) 

Gaslamp 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 7.89) 

(13.46, 52.63) 
(0.0, 10.53) 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(21.15, 0.0) 
(26.92, 13.16) 
(23.08, 15.79) 

(15.38, 0.0) 

Driving 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(6.52, 5.88) 
(0.0, 13.73) 

(28.26, 23.53) 
(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(19.57, 9.8) 
(28.26, 7.84) 
(17.39, 39.22) 

(0.0, 0.0) 

JamSession 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(9.76, 13.64) 
(2.44, 15.91) 
(29.27, 6.82) 

(0.0, 0.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 

(29.27, 18.18) 
(12.2, 4.55) 

(12.2, 40.91) 
(4.88, 0.0) 

quality enhancements with respect to both fixed-sized tiling 
and l-tile (non-tiling) schemes across a wide range of bitrates. 
For usage of the l-tile (non-tiling) scheme, sequences have 
lower performance than the proposed method and some of 
the fixed-sized tiling approaches. This is somehow expected 
as the underlying tiling architecture of the used tiling-based 
solutions reduce the bit-budget of the polar regions with 
increasing number of tiles [7], [9]. The polar regions contain 
significant amount of redundant pixels and those regions have 
insignificant impact on visual attention [12]. We also observed 
that the fixed-sized 2-2 method is the best performing one in 
the category of fixed-sized tiling schemes. 

We then computed rate-distortion curves for all the 
schemes using our proposed VASW-PSNR measurement at 
the bitrates of the target DASH representations {1, 2, 5, 10, 
15} Mbps. Fig 7 illustrated the best performing fixed-sized 
tiling (fixed-sized 2-2), l-tile (non-tiling), and our proposed 
dynamic tiling approach using different set of tiling schemes. 

The results show how our approach outperforms by a 
significant margin the fixed-sized 2-2 as well as the l-tile (non-
tiling) scheme for each tested content. As was expected, our 
per chunk tiling optimization framework, which uses a set 
of tiling schemes {S\, S2, S3, S4}, can reinforce those areas 
of the ODV scene that are more likely to be watched by 
selecting optimal bitrate levels and tile sizes, resulting in better 
compression performance for all test sequences in terms of 
VASW-PSNR (dB) measurement. 

Table II shows the distribution of the decisions made by 
the proposed per chunk optimization algorithm. It can be 
observed that the proposed method selected various sized 
non-overlapping tiles from fixed tiling scheme to create the 
complete ODV. The selection was based on the formulated 
optimization algorithm which is based on VA maps of each 
sequence. In addition, it is also worth noting that for these 
seven test sequences, tiles of fixed-sized 1-1, 1-16, and 2-1 
were not suitable due to the characteristics of their VA maps. 
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison using viewport-based WS-PSNR quality over frame between the proposed method using 54 and the reference methods on 

varying bandwidth, (a) Basketball, (b) leftDancing. (c) Harbor, (d) KiteFlite. (e) Gaslamp. (f) Driving, (g) JamSession. 

TABLE III 

MEAN (STANDARD DEVIATION) VALUES FOR VIEWPORT-BASED WS-PSNR OF REFERENCE FIXED-SIZED TILING (Fixed-Sized 2-2 ), 

l-Tile (Non-Tiling), AND PROPOSED METHOD WHICH USES VARIABLE-SIZED TILES OVER EIGHT PARTICIPANTS. VIEWPORT-BASED 

WS-PSNR SCORE FOR EACH BIT RATE LEVEL IS REPRESENTED BY 3-TUPLE: (2Mbps, 5Mbps, 10Mbps) 

Method 

fixed-sized 2-2 

1-tile (non-tiling) 

Measure 

Mean 
Std 

Mean 
Std 

Basketball 

(36.71, 39.2, 40.81) 
(0.82, 0.36, 0.09) 

(36.32, 38.76, 41.06) 
(0.91, 0.16, 0.24) 

left_Dancing 

(39.32, 42.97, 44.04) 
(0.33, 0.86, 0.12) 

(39.71, 42.85, 42.97) 
(0.43, 1.61, 1.84) 

Sequence 

Harbor 

(37.12, 39.73, 42.82) 
(1.14, 0.54, 1.02) 

(37.11, 39.79, 42.71) 
(0.72, 0.91, 0.92) 

KiteFlite 

(33.37, 35.96, 38.65) 
(0.14, 0.15, 0. 39) 

(33.18, 35.4, 37.6) 
(0.12, 0.52, 0.78) 

Gaslamp 

(38.66, 43.49, 45.82) 
(0.35, 0.14, 0.08) 

(39.09, 43.38, 44.8) 
(0.11,0.08,0.55) 

Driving 

(39.4, 42.27, 43.18) 
(0.11, 0.14, 0.16) 

(40.29, 41.89, 42.03) 
(0.07, 1.06, 0.34) 

JamSession 

(40.26, 46.34, 46.41) 
(0.39, 0.68, 0.33) 

(40.83, 45.37, 46.19) 
(1.1, 0.78, 0.65) 

variable-sized using Si 

variable-sized using S2 

variable-sized using S3 

variable-sized using £4 

Std 
Mean 

Std 
Mean 

Std 
Mean 

Std 

(37.28, 40.38, 42.19) 
(0.56, 0.41, 0.1) 

(37.32, 40.38, 42.19) 
(0.52, 0.41, 0.12) 

(37.53, 40.38, 42.19) 
(0.51, 0.41, 0.09) 

(37.61, 40.59, 42.27) 
(0.49, 0.1, 0.1) 

(40.02, 42.8, 44.24) 
(0.63, 1.23, 0.67) 

(39.79, 43.01, 44.12) 
(0.81, 1.34, 0.56) 

(40.05, 43.25, 44.12) 
(0.77, 1.32, 0.56) 

(40.17, 4338, 4404) 
(0.7, 1.05, 0.18) 

(37.83, 39.58, 43.04) 
(1.32, 1.6, 1.25) 

(37.34, 39.58, 42.7) 
(1.62, 1.6, 1.14) 

(37.45, 39.7, 42.71) 
(1.55, 1.08, 0.64) 

(37.4, 40.05, 42.99) 
(1.33, 1.55, 0.91) 

(34.06, 35.97, 37.9) 
(0.69, 0.82, 1.27) 

(33.92, 36.17, 37.9) 
(0.66, 0.93, 1.27) 

(34.22, 36.17, 37.9) 
(0.84, 0.93, 1.27) 

(343, 36.19, 37.9) 
(0.88, 1.14, 1.27) 

(40.43, 44.47, 45.52) 
(0.29, 0.37, 0.1) 

(40.51, 44.69, 45.52) 
(0.31, 0.37, 0.1) 

(40.74, 44.69, 45.43) 
(0.39, 0.37, 0.14) 

(40.69, 44^5, 45.52) 
(0.36, 0.33, 0.15) 

(40.8, 42.09, 43.54) 
(0.39, 1.87, 0.13) 

(40.77, 41.94, 43.39) 
(0.43, 1.73, 0.22) 

(40.84, 42.19, 43.32) 
(0.41, 1.31, 0.05) 

(40.81, 4231, 43.62) 
(0.33, 1.13, 0.12) 

(42.77, 45.77, 46.5) 
(0.93, 0.97, 0.24) 

(42.42, 46.04, 46.5) 
(1.53, 0.97, 0.24) 
(42.8, 45.79, 46.5) 
(1.93, 0.87, 0.24) 

(42.77, 46.04, 46.5) 
(1.83, 0.85, 0.49) 

TABLE IV 
VIEWPORT-BASED VMAF SCORES FOR REFERENCE FIXED-SIZED TILING (Fixed-Sized 2-2 ), l-Tile (non-Tiling), AND Proposed Method Using 54. 

VIEWPORT-BASED VMAF SCORE FOR EACH BITRATE LEVEL IS REPRESENTED BY 3-TUPLE: (2Mbps, 5Mbps, 10Mbps) 

Method 
Basketball left_Dancing Harbor 

Sequence 

KiteFlite Gaslamp Driving JamSession 

fixed-sized 2-2 
1-tile (non-tiling) 
proposed using Si 

(66.17, 89.80, 95.41) 
(53.27, 89.92, 94.98) 
(87.51, 9537, 97.75) 

(82.60, 92.77, 96.21) 
(89.75, 95.40, 97.02) 
(90.64, 96.70, 98.06) 

(79.91, 92.02, 95.93) 
(82.01, 92.72, 96.31) 
(87.39, 92.78, 94.43) 

(70.26, 83.46, 9132) 
(50.82, 82.28, 91.47) 
(7436, 87.16, 93.04) 

(89.50, 96.09, 97.32) 
(90.79, 95.68, 96.96) 
(91.95, 95.41, 95.70) 

(84.62, 94.24, 97.22) 
(88.75, 95.16, 97.13) 
(91.59, 96.93, 9838) 

(89.08, 96.08, 97.78) 
(90.51, 95.46, 96.65) 
(95.26, 97.72, 98.35) 

3) Viewport-Based Performance Evaluation: As a further 
evaluation, we computed the WS-PSNR of the actual view
ports observed by the users for each sequence, as defined 
viewport-based WS-PSNR in Eq. (16). For each frame, 
we computed the WS-PSNR of the viewport that the users 
observed using the trajectories of the eight participants left 
for validation. 

Fig. 8 shows how our approach can optimize the DASH 
representations based on the VA map of the sequence. For 
this propose, we measure the viewport-based WS-PSNR 
quality using the viewport trajectory of the participant #20 in 
our developed dataset. Here, we also simulate the varying 
bandwidth which is shown in blue dashed line. As can be 
observed, for most of the frames of the sequences and given 
different bitrates, the quality of the viewports that the user 
is watching is much higher than that of the fixed schemes. 
In addition, average viewport quality shows similar significant 
quality enhancement over eight users. Table III reports mean 
(standard deviation) values for viewport-based WS-PSNR 
of references and the proposed method using a set of 
schemes (S\, S2, S3, S4) for eight participants, which were 
left for validation. 

TABLE v 

PEARSON'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SCORES 

FOR DIFFERENT SELECTIONS 

Sequence 

Basketball 
Gaslamp 
JamSession 

1-selection 

0.9924 
0.9892 
0.9924 

Selections 

2-selection 

0.9908 
0.9943 
0.9908 

3-selection 

0.9955 
0.9943 
0.9955 

4-selection 

0.9970 
0.9951 
0.9970 

To provide further validation, we calculate the viewport-
based VMAF scores for a set of bitrate levels {2, 5, 10} Mbps 
using the viewport trajectory of eight validation users. Table IV 
reports viewport-based VMAF scores for the best performed 
reference fixed-sized tiling scheme (fixed-sized 2-2 ), 1-tile 
(non-tiling), una proposed method using S4. As can be seen in 
the table, the proposed method using S4 can provide consistent 
results with our introduced quality metrics, and for most of the 
given bandwidth capacities, the VMAF quality score is higher 
than the benchmark methods. 

In order to provide further analysis and visualization of our 
approach, we show the selected tiling scheme along with the 
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Fig. 9. Examples of optimal tiling schemes along with corresponding visual attention maps of each tested ODV sequence used in the experiments, for the 
first chunk at 1 Mbps target bitrate. (a) Basketball, (b) leftDancing. (c) Harbor, (d) KiteFlite. (e) Gaslamp. (f) Driving, (g) JamSession. 

VA map of each ODV for the first chunk at 1 Mbps target 
bitrate in Fig. 9. Looking at each sub-figure, we see that the 
selected tiling scheme is well correlated with the VA map of 
each ODV sequence. This further motivates the assumption 
that incorporating VA into the search algorithm for an optimal 
tiling scheme may lead to faster and less complex computation, 
which will be part of our future research. 

V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, to provide an enhanced quality of ODV 
streaming viewed in head-mounted displays, an adaptive ODV 
streaming pipeline is presented. The proposed system utilizes 
the characterization provided by VA maps to compute optimal 
DASH representations. For that, a novel objective quality 
measurement that captures the fact that not all the content 
of the ODV is actually watched by users has been proposed: 
the visual attention spherical weighted (VASW)-based quality 
measurement. Then, the use of tiling schemes to represent 
the ODV content is considered by means of variable-sized 
and non-overlapping tiles. The proposed system is able to 
determine optimal pairs (according to the VASW quality 
metric) of tiling scheme and non-uniform bitrate allocation 
within tiles per each chunk of every representation. 

The performance of the proposed method has been verified 
in extensive experimental evaluations. Our solution has been 
compared with reference adaptive streaming solutions, which 
are based on naive tiling and non-tiling schemes, and are used 
by most existing ODV streaming studies. The results have 
shown that our proposed method achieves a significant quality 
enhancement compared to both type of reference solutions for 
adaptive ODV streaming. Future work will focus on increasing 
the coding performance of the tiling schemes with the help 
of perceptual encoding techniques, modeling the peripheral 
vision of the viewport, and on faster and less complex search 
algorithms for optimal tiling schemes. 

map are the same. Therefore, each pixel weight for a cube 
map face is estimated using the stretching ratio as defined 
in Eq. (18) [45], [66]. 

w(i, j) = (1 + dcubeV' J) -3/2 V; e A, V; e A, (18) 

where r = j is the radius, A x A is the resolution of a cube 
map face, and d2

ube(i, j) is the squared distance between (;', j) 
and the center of the face as defined in Eq. (19). 

¿Led, J) = (1 + 0-5 - A/2)2 + (j + 0.5 - A/2)2. (19) 

B. Weight Distribution and for Equi- Angular Cube Map 

For a given frame in the equi-angular cube map projection 
format, similar as traditional cube map, weight distribution on 
all faces of the cube map are the same. Therefore, each pixel 
weight for a cube map face is estimated using the stretching 
ratio as defined in Eq. (20) [66]. 

X2 

w(i, j) 
(l + (tmiti))2 + (tiinitj))2) 

2 \ 3 / 2 

•F ang 

V; e A, V; e A, (20) 

with 

Fang = 16 • (cOS(íj)) ' (C0S(Í ; ) ) ' (21) 

where A x A is the resolution of a cube map face, í¿ and t} 

are derived as defined in Eqs. (22) and (23), respectively. 

,2(;+0.5) 

and 

it 

K 

4 

1 

,2(y+0.5) 

(22) 

(23) 

APPENDIX 

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND TILING 

FOR DIFFERENT PROJECTIONS 

A. Weight Distribution for Cube Map 

For a given frame in the traditional cube map projec
tion format, weight distribution on all faces of the cube 

C Tiling Architecture for Cube Map 

This section describes a tiling structure for cube map 
projected ODV to be used by the proposed approach in this 
paper. 

Each given cube map projected ODV is divided into two 
equal sized spatial parts to be further split for tiles with 
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Fig. 10. The proposed tiling structure for cube map with its different schemes. 

different sizes. Each part can be split into horizontal and 
vertical divisions. For this purpose, similarly with the ERP 
in this paper, we use {1,2} for the height division, ghor, 
and {1,2,4,8,16} for the width division, gver, to generate 
number of tiles. By combining non-overlapping tiles, numer
ous variable-sized tiling schemes can be generated as S in 
our optimization problem. Fig. 10 shows the proposed tiling 
architecture to generate a number of tiles for cube map 
projection. 
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